
Ship faster with lightning-fast 
indexed blockchain data
Focus on building quality products and growing your business 
while having complete access to structured blockchain data 
at scale.

Get the precise data you need
Experience a deep level of programmatic access to structured 
blockchain data with Verified and Custom Endpoints. 

Verified Endpoints provide access to premade, common data 
views such as token transfers, NFT sales, or historical wallet 
balances. For more complex aggregations and full 
customizability, gain direct access to our tables by writing 
your own SQL queries and deploying them as Custom 
Endpoints. All data can be accessed using our simple data 
abstractions.

Supporting enterprises and 
single-person projects
Launch your MVP and grow to support millions of concurrent 
users with blockchain data infrastructure that scales using 
Dedicated Read Replicas. These are dedicated database 
instances that allow unthrottled access to the entirety of our 
indexed data. Run hundreds of concurrent queries, integrate 
directly into production services, and use as the foundation for 
a robust crypto data stack. 

All data can be surfaced via webhooks or websockets for 
streaming and notifications.

Real-time, indexed blockchain data

2,000+
Protocols indexed 
across 10 chains 

1,700+
DEXs indexed including 

swaps and on-chain 
OHLC pricing

400+
NFT marketplaces, lending 

protocols, bridges, and 
mixing services indexed

40+
Companies or protocols 

using Transpose *not 
including individual users
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Build machine learning models and perform financial analysis
Remove the tediousness of organizing unprocessed blockchain data when building 
complex machine learning models and conducting investment research by feeding your 
backend with structured blockchain data in near real-time.

Built to handle the most complex, 
high-demand operations

Power frontend interfaces
Show live transaction statuses, current and historical wallet balances, or monitor trading 
positions by leveraging lightning fast, indexed blockchain data.

Automate business operations
Whether you are an asset manager, DeFi protocol, accounting firm, or layer 1 that needs 
to create investor reports or end-of-day files for market-makers, Transpose gives you 
complete access to 2,000+ indexed protocols to easily track usage, understand 
blockchain activity, and create reports.

Meet your accounting and tax needs
Gain a complete picture of any given wallet’s on-chain activity irrespective of its size. 
Transpose provides complete wallet data on DeFi interactions, historical token and NFT 
holdings, as well as minute-by-minute OHLC pricing derived from DEX swaps.

Get started
Begin building today
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